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On the zeros of functions with finite Dirichlet integral 
and some related function spaces 
B y  
H. S. SHAPIRO and A. L. SHIELDS * 
In this paper we consider the class D of func t ions / (z )=~ ,  a,~z" analytic 
in the unit circle, with [ (0)= 0, and having finite Dirichlet integral: 
= 1 
1.1<1 1 
We wish to know when a set of points {z~} in the unit circle Can be the set 
of zeros of a n / 6 D  ( / * 0 ) .  
In 1952 LENNART CARLESON [5] showed that  if 
9 1 1 - -~  
for some e > 0, then there is an [ C D having these zeros. In the other direction 
he showed that  if e >  0 is given, then there are sets of uniqueness {z~} for 
which 
(B) z.~ k-- log (i -Iz~l) / < co. 
(A set {z~} is called a set o/ uniqueness for the class D if there is no /~ D 
( / ~ 0 )  vanishing at all these points.) He noted that  a n  earlier result of 
LOKm [9] was incorrect. (The 1955 Ergebnisse tract  of W:TX:CH [13] quotes 
only the LOKK: result.) 
CARLESON also pointed out that  if the {z,} all lie on one radius, then the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an lED with these 
zeros is: Y0-1z l)< oo. Indeed, taking the radius to be the unit interval 
and letting B(z) be the Blaschke product formed from these points, then 
[(z) = ( t -  z)~B (z) has a bounded derivative and so is in D. 
Our contribution is to show that  in (A) one may take e =  0 and that  in 
(B) the expression ( - - log ( t -  [z~l)) -* may be replaced by any function tend- 
ing to zero. Our methods are different from those of CARLESON and make 
greater use of the fact that D is a Hilbert space. We prove similar theorems 
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for certain other Hilbert spaces of analytic functions, where the norm is 
given b y  weighting the Taylor coefficients. 
We wish to ackn6wledge helpful correspondence with Professor CARLESOI~ ; 
in particular, Lemma 4 and Theorem 3 were known to him. We benefited 
also from discussion with D. J, NEWMAN. 
I. Hilbert s p a c e  bdckground. We shall need some elementary facts 
about Hilbert space. Much of this material is presented "n the first chapter 
of ACHIEZER [1]. 
Let H be a Hilbert space, let x o, x l ,  x ~ , . . ,  be a lineariy independent 
set of elements of H ,  and let c0,~ 1, c2 . . . .  be comple x numbers such that  
there exists an element, y E H satisfying 
(.) (y, x.)=c. (n>o). 
t .  The element y ,  of minimal norm satisfying 
(y., x i ) = q  i f=o ,  t, 2 . . . . .  n) 
is a linear combination of xo,  x l ,  . . . ,  x , , .  
2. If y is the element of minimal norm satisfying (.), then y, ,--) .y i~ norm. 
3. Let co= l ,  c i = O  i f > t ) ,  let d, be the distance from x o to the subspace 
spanr/ed by x ~ , . . . ,  x,, and let d be the distance from x o to the subspace 
spanned by x~, x 2 . . . . .  Then 
t 1 
][y,,]] = ~ and ]]Y]]-= -d" , 
4. Let G (x~ . . . .  , x,,) denote the Gram determinant 
G(x~, . . . .  x.)=det]](x, ,  ~)11 (r  . . . . .  ~)" 
Then 
_ G (xo ,  xz, ..., x~,) 
d. -- G(x I . . . . .  x.) 
The denominator is positive since the x i are linearly independent. 
II. ,Functions with f~ i t e  Dirichlet integral. Let D denote the Hilbert 
space of functions ](z)=,Y, a . z  n ( ] (0)=0)  analytic in the unit circle with 
finite Dirichlet integral. The inner product is given by 
o o  
(/,g) ~,nanbn, 
1. 
(1) Kr  t oo 1 
t -  ~z = F, ; - ( r  ~)" 
l 
is the "reproducing kernel" for the space D, that  is, 
i2) ! i~) = (1, K~) 
where 9 g(z) = ~. b,~z '~. 
The function 
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for all / E D  and all ]r < 1 .  (See ARONSZAJN [2] an d  [3] for the general 
theory of kernel functions.) Also, 
lIKe IP = (Kr Kr = Kr (~') = -- log (t -- Ir 
by (l) and (2). Thus: 
(3) I/r = I(L K )I _-< VII. IIK II = II/11 ( log 
for a l l / E D ,  with equality only fo r / -=cKr  
We shall need the fact that  any finite set of kernel functions corresponding 
to distinct points is linearly independent. Indeed, let z~ . . . . .  z, be distinct 
points in the unit circle (all different from zero) and let K i be the correspond- 
ing kernel functions. If one had a dependence relation, say K I = c ~ K 2 +  . . .  
+ c , , K , , ,  then each l E D  vanishing at z2 . . . .  , z, would vanish at z~ also. But 
this is false since D contains all polynomials vanishing at the origin. 
Now let z~ z2 . . . .  be distinct points inside the  unit circle, all different 
from zero. I f  there is a function l E D  vanishing at these points but  not 
vanishing identically, then there is an / E D  vanishing at these points with 
/'(0) = 1. In other words, ~putting K , , = K ~ ,  we have 
(1, z ) - l ,  (l, K . ) = o  (n = ~, 2 . . . .  ). 
This is equivalent to saying that  the function z is at a positive distance d 
from the subspace spanned by  K 1, K 2 . . . .  : 
(4) d > ~ ' 
= H "  
The square of the distance from z to the subspace spanned by / s  . . . ,  Kn 
is given by the quotient of two Gram determinants (see Section 1.4): 
z l " ... zn 
71 --log(l--lzlt ~) ... -- log (l -- ~'l, z) 
(5) ~.~ --  ~" - log( t -  ~.zl)c  (K1 . . . . .  ""K.)-log0-Iz.l*) 
Multiply the first row in the numerator by  2~ and subtract it from t h e  
i-th row. When this has been done for each i the numerator becomes: 
(6) 
t zl . . .  h(zZ2~l) 
o h(zl~l)  . . .  -detJlh(~,~j)ll 
0 h(Zl~.) . . .  h(z.  ~.) I 
= det -- log(t -- zi'~i) [ t% zi~i 9 iog(~-  ~ i )  ] 
where h (w) = - -w -- log (1 -- w). 
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Now, det I[-- log (1 -- zizi) ll is a Gram determinant (the denominator of (5)) 
and hence is positive definite. We wish to show that  Ht+z~i / log( t - -z~i)  H 
is positive semi-definite. For this we need the following two lemmas, the 
first of which is given in HARDY [71 , Chapter IV, Theorem 2.2 
LEMMAI. Let p ( x ) = t + a l x + a ~ x 2 + , . ,  where a~>0,  a,,+la~_l>=a~ 
(n = l ,  2, . . .).  Then t -- t/p (x) has non-negative Taylor coe/ficients. 
The function p ( x ) = -  !log ( t -  x)]]x satisfies the conditions of the lemma,  
and so l + x/log ( t "  x) has non-negative Taylor coefficients. 
LE,~MA 2. !! g(W) = X a,w" (I wl < ' )  has non-negative Taylor coe/licients, 
and q zl, z~ . . . .  , z .  ([z,[ < l )  are complex numbers, then the matrix A = [lg (zdj)[[ 
is positive semi-definite. 
PROO~. A-----Y, a.il(z,~;)"ll. The matrix ll(z,~j)"ll corresponds to a positive 
semi-definite quadratic form, since for any choice of complex numbers 
w a , . . . ,  w n we .have 
X (z,~)-w,w;= ZzZw, ~ =>o. 
Multiplying by a, and summing on n we see that  A is semi-definite, which 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
We are now in a position to use the following result of OPPEI~HEIM [10] 
9 (see also SCOUR [121). 
LEM~IA 3. Let I]a, il], libiil[ be positive semi-definite square matrices. Then 
det Hal ibi tit >= (dot Ila, ;ll) ( H  b,,). 
Applied. to (6) this yields 
f/( ) (7) d~__> 1+  log (1-- [zil') ' 
1 
Thus we have proven the foUowing theorem. 
THEOREM t. !/{z. i is a sequence o/points in the unit circle/or which 
(s) F, ' - l o g O - I , , : l  ~) < o~ 
then there is an !E D vanishing at these points, with ] ' (0) :  1, and 
o o  
(9) li/[l~__ < H(aA_t  : : ~]2 _~--1 
1 l~ ( t - -  ]ZniU) ) " 
(Strictly speaking our proof was only for the case when the {Z~} are all 
distinct and different from zero. In view of (9), however, the case of repeated 
z,, can be treated by a passage to the limit. Finally, if some of the z, are 
zero we first find an / vanishing at the remaining points and then multiply 
it by a power of z.) 
Actually a slightly stronger result is true. Under the conditions of the 
theorem there i s a n  !CD havingthese zeros and no others in the unit circle. 
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This follows from the fact (see LOKKI [9], p. 27) tha t  i f / ~  D then 
0o) /(=) > II/11. 
- -  it 
Thus the function of minimal norm vanishing at  the points {z~}, with/ ' (0)  = 1, 
has no other zeros. 
(Inequali ty (40) is obvious when a=O,  using the expression for the norm 
in terms of the Taylor coefficients. The general case follow~ by a conformal 
transformation, since the norm is invariant  under  the substitution 
z - ~  (z - a) /O - ~z ) . )  
THEOREM 2. Let {z.) be a sequence o/dis t inct  points in the unit  circle, all 
different from zero, and let the/e be an / C D  (/~gO) vanishing at these poin ts .  
Then the/unctions 
z z~ ... z,, I 
KI(Z)  (K1,  K 1) . . .  (K1, Kn) 
i 
/.  (z) = K . (~ )  (K, , ,  I":1) . . .  (K, , ,  K . )  i 
a~. G (K 1 . . . . .  K,) 
(see (5)) are in D and have the/ollowing properties: 
(i) ]~ (zi) ----- (1~, K,) = 0 (1 ~i =< n); 
9 (ii) /~ (0) = (/~, z) = t ; 
(iii) /,, has minimal norm among all /unctions in D satisfying (i) *and (ii),  
and II1. II = t/d,,; 
(iv)/ , ,  converges in norm to the unique / C D  of minimal norm, vanishing 
on the set {zn), wi th / ' (0)  = t .  
Properties (i) and (ii) are obvious, (iii) follows from Sections I.t  and 1.3, 
and (iv) follows from 1.2. 
In  the case of the Hilbert space H~ the partial products of the Blaschke 
product are the solutions to a similar extremal problem: among all functions 
of norm one vanishing at  Zl, ...., z,,, find the function tha t  maximizes ]/(0)1. 
In the converse direction to Theorem t we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let h(t) be any continuous /unction with h (0) = O, h (t) > 0 
( t>  0). Then there exists a set o/uniqueness  {z,} Satisfying the covdition 
( t l )  Z h(1-1z l)< 
- l ~  
The proof of this result is based on the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Let r be a positive number less than t ,  and let z 1, z2 . . . . .  % be 
equally spaced points on the circle ]z] = r. I]  / (zi) = 0 (i < n) and/ ' (0)  ----- I then 
Ii/112 >__ - _ - - l o g ( 1 - - r  2n) " 
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Then (/, h)----0 and so 
Also, 
PROOF. Take z~= r (the norm is invariant under rotations ). Let h (z) be 
defined by 
K. , + . . . +  
and therefore 
=(/, ~)=(I, ~ - h ) ~  II/II II~- hll. 
h (z) - z = 
n,m--V- t fil=x 
c~ ~.2nm 1 t 
lib - zll = r ~  y ,  - -  < - - l o g  
n m + I n, l - -  r ~ n  
from which the  result follows. 
LEMMA 5. Let nk ~ o o  be positive integers, let d~ ~ O  be positive numbers 
such that n k ~---~0, and let q~(k) be determined by 
O~,=exp(--n~o(k)). 
Then, q9 (k)--~0 i / and  only i/ 
! log [t -- (t -- 6k)'] ---~ 0. 
nk 
This follows from the inequalities 
1 - n~Ok<_- (t - ak)n~_-< t - nkak + 89 ( n k - -  t )  a l .  
PROOF OF THEOREM 3" W e  shall construct two sequences {rk} and {nk} 
where nk---~ are positive integers, and 0 <  rk< 1, r k - + t . . O n  the circle of 
radius r k we take n~ points equaliy spaced. The union of these finite point 
sets will be the required set of uniqueness {zk}. 
Let t -  r~= ~k and let ~k = exp (--nkq~ (k)), where ~0 (k) and n k are to be 
determined so as to satisfy the following three conditions: 
(i) ~ (k) -~0; 
(ii) n~ dk ~ 0; 
(iii) Y. h (~)/(q0 (k)) < ~,. 
This Will be sufficient to prove the theorem, since (i) and (ii) together with 
Lemmas 4 and 5 guarantee that {%} will be a set of uniqueness, while con- 
dition (iii) is equivalent to (tt). 
Let g (y )=h(e -Y ) . .Then  g-+0 as y-->oo, iLet Y l < Y 2 < " "  be integers 
such that  Yk-->--k and g (y)=< (89 (y => Yk). Let n k = k Yk and let 9 (k)= Ilk. Then 
n~d~=<y~exp(" Yk)-+0 and so (ii) is satisfied: Also 
).2 h (a~)l~ (k) = X g (n~ ~ (k))/~ (k) =< E k12 ~ < oo, 
and so (iii) is satisfied. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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III. Generalizations. In this section we define a class of Hilbert spaces 
D~, depending on a function 9. Theorem t extends to these spaces. Strictly 
speaking the space D is no t  of the type studied here because of the normali- 
zation [(0)--0. One could, however, Consider the space 9 of functions J(z)/z 
(/CD), and t ake  for 9 the function [--log(t--z)J/z. 
Let cp(z)=~.c,,z" be analytic for [z[ < 1 ,  with Co=t, c,,>O and 
(t2) c~n<=cn_x c,+ 1 ( n = t ,  2, .. .). 
(For example, c,,=l/n% ~-->_0.) Let D,  be the Hilbert space of functions 
/ (z) = ~2 a~ z ~ analytic in I zl < t with norm: 
Vll X 88 a.l'< 
If g=~,b,z"ED~ the inner product (/, g) is given by: 
t a r =ZT. 
The reproducing kernel is the function 
K~ (z) ~- 9 (~z) 
and we have /(~).=(/,Kr for all /CDq~, I ~ [ < t .  In particular, [IKclI'-- 
(Kr Kr -~ Kr (~) = 9 ([ ~['). Thus 
II(OI I(I,K~)I <ll l l lrv(lr 
for all I E D,.  
LEMMA 6. I /  (t2) holds and il q~(z) is analytic/or [z[ < t then t =co>=cl>= 
c2>=.., with equality /or one index implying equality /or all larger indices. 
Thus ~ (r) < t / (1--  r). 
PROOF. Let the index n be fixed. Then 
This follows by induction. Indeed, if (14) holds for a particular value of k 
and if we multiply both sides by c~+ k and apply (12) we obtain 
I ~" ~k( c .+k /~ 
(t5) Cn+k+l=-~ tC._l] [Cn+~_I] , , "  
But (t 2) says that  c,,,[c,,,_ x is non-decreasing, and therefore c,,+k/c,,+,_ 1 >= c,,/cn_ x. 
Thus (t5) becomes (t4) with k + t instead of k. 
If now c.< c,_~, then from (l 4) the radius of convergence of Y. c,,z,, would 
be less than one, contrary to assumption. Therefore co>=q>=... If equality 
holds for some n, c,,=c,,+l, then from (t2) we have c,,+1<=c,,+2 and therefore ' 
cn+t=c,+2, and so forth. 
LEMMA 7. I /  / E D~ then 
lid!' --< IIz/ll' < 88 II/ll'. 
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PROOf. Let / (z )=~ .a~z" .  Then 
Ilz/ll __  c , . + ;  = >2. 
From Lemma 6 we have Cn/Cn+ 1 ~ t, while from (] 2) we have c,[c,+ 1 <= c,,_llc . <_<_ 
9 .. <=Co/q= ]/q, and the result follows. 
TrlEOREM ]'. I] {Z,} is any sequence o/ points in the unit circle/or which 
y , 
(-q~.t--y < oo 
then there is an ]E D,  ( /•0)vanishing ai all these points. 
The proof is almost exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 1. Assume 
that  the {z~} are all distinct (the general case is a limiting case of this) and 
all different from zero (multiplication by z is permissable by Lemma 7).. If 
there is an ]C D, vanishing at these points then we may assume ] (0)= 1. 
In other words, (], t ) = t ,  (], K , , ) = 0  (n = t , 2  . . . .  ). The proof now proceeds 
as in Theorem 1. 
As an example, consider the functions 
' ( 0 < ~ < ] ) .  9 ~ ( z ) -  (,_~z)~_~ = 
The corresponding Hi]bert spaces will be denoted D~. For these spaces 
Theorem i' is not new. In fact, CARLESON showed in this thesis ([4], Chap. 2, 
Theorem2.2) that if then B(z)ED~, where B is the 
Blaschke product formed from these zeros. In addition, if ] is any other 
function in D~ having these  zeros, then / /B~D~. (An infinite Blaschke 
product B(z) is never in the space D, however ii follows from (10) that if 
] = B g E D  then gED and ][g[l< l[/[l') 
The analogue of Theorem 3 holds for the spaces D~ with a similar proof. 
We do not know if such a theorem is true for all the spaces D,  (the trouble 
comes in extending Lemma 4). 
IV: We turn now to functions analytic in the unit circle that  satisfY 
c 
(t6) I/(*)1 < 0_l~l)k (1~I<]) 
for some constants c, k > 0. This includes, foi example, the "Bergmann space" 
A2 of Taylor series [(z)=~.a~z ~ satisfying 
oo 2 ] I 
II/11~--- S'  la"l - z f f / ( ~ ) l ~ a ~ a ' Y <  oo. 
" [~I<I 
The kernel function for A 2 is ]/(]--$z) ~, and so one has 
I 1(~)1 ~< ~ (/EA2). 
The class of functions satisfying (]6) is identical with the class of Taylor 
series satisfying ~.[a,12[nk< oo for some constant k. 
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We present three results about the zeros of functions satisfying (t6). The 
first is a special case of a result of HAYMAI~ I8] (Theorem IV), and is valid 
for a wider class of functions; the proof given here was suggested by L. RVBEI.. 
THEOREM4. Let / be analytic in the unit circle, and let O<z,<=z2<_... 
be those zeros o~ / that lie on the unit interval. I /  
1 (17) [ / (z)[ <= c exp (t - [z[)~ 
/or some ~ < { and some c > 0 ,  then ~. (t--z~) < oo. 
PROOF. Let C denote the disc [z--89 < { ,  and let d, denote the circles 
[z--{[ = r  ( 0 < r < { ) .  We shall show that 
(t8) f log*[/(z)[ [dz[ <cons t  (0<r<_--{). 
dr 
Indeed, let z be a point on d r and let t = t (z) be the arc length along d r from 
the point z to the point r. I t  is a simple fact that the ratio t*/(t --tz]) remains 
bounded independent of r ( 0 < r ~ { ) .  Hence if we regard / as a function 
of t defined on d r we have log[/(t)l=O(t-2~), from which (t8) follows. 
Thus / is a function of bounded characteristic see (PRIvALOFF Ill], 
Chapter 2) relative to the disc C, and the result follows from this. 
This is far from being the best possible result. For example, in (t7) one 
can take ~ <  t (the proof is similar, but  the disc C must be replaced by a 
region making a lower order of contact with the unit circle). D.J .  NEWMAN 
has conjectured that the conclusion of Theorem 4 is still valid when (t7) 
is replaced by 
i 
(17') f logM! (r) d r <  oo. 
0 
THEOREM 5. Let / be analytic in the unit circle and satis/y (t6). Let n(r) 
denote the number o/ zeros o/ / in the circle Izl <r .  Then 
0 n ( r ) =  ( ~  log-r 
PROOF. Assume without loss of generality that / ( 0 ) = t .  Then from 
Jensen's formula we have: 
r r 2z~ 
f n ( , ) d , _ < f ' ( "  d , =  I flog]/(re i.) d~9<clog~ 
0 0 0 
Therefore 
r 
. ( r  ~ ) ( r - r  2 ) < ~ f n ( x ) d x ~ c l o g  -vt , 
r2 
and the result follows. 
The next theorem is a modification of an example suggested by D.J .  
NEWMAN; a similar example was suggested by G. PIRANIAN. 
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TI~.OR~M 6. 
and a sequence rk ~ t such that 
Y, I a . l ' / n '<  
and 
(19) n (r,) ~ const, t log 
- -  1 - -  ~ ' k  1 - -  r k " 
PnooF. We shall construct a power series 
with positive coefficients, and a sequence rk ~ l  such that  
(i) n k>-c l log t , 
t - -  r k 1 - -  r k 
(ii) akr'~ ~> E air'J, (k = i,  2 . . . .  ), 
i:# k 
(iii) ~ ~ < oo. 
Let e > 0  be given. Then there is a /unction / ( z )=~.a , z"  
Using Rouch6's theorem it follows from (i) and (ii) that  (19) holds. 
t Let x be g i v e n , ~  < ~ <  I. Let g(k) be an increasing sequence of positive 
integers, which will be determined later. Define the sequence r, by 
f f (~ )  ~ ~.. 
Then 
t N const. 4 gCk). 
1 - - r  k 
Let 
nk=g(k)4g(k! a n d  ak=2 'g(*). 
Then (i) is satisfied, and (iii) will also hold provided that 
(2o) y, ' [g(k---~] < oo. 
To satisfy (if)it will be sufficient to have: 
a,,~>= Eat + Yaj'~'. 
j < k  j > k  
NOW 
a k , ~ =  (2e~)g(k), 
and 
Y, a j <  (k --  t) 2 'glk-~. 
j< k 
Let 
flk = ~4gIk+ll-gf~l. 
Then 
Z a, r~J< Z (2%W ~. 
i > k  i < k  
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In view of all this, (ii) will be satisfied if we choose g (k) so that  
(2t) 2*fl~< ~ and (2%t)g(~)> (k -- 1) 2 ~g(~ '-1) + / 
for all k. I t  is clearly possible to choose g(k) to satisfy both (20) and (2t). 
QED. 
V. By setting u p  isometrics between the Hilbert spaces studied in this 
paper and some other ones, it is possible to relate the study of sets of uni- 
queness to other closure problems. We give some examples of this wocedure. 
1. Let D' denote the Hilberf space of Taylor series X a,, z" with IIz" [I 2-- n + 89 
n = 0, 1 . . . .  (D' is a slight modification of D, and has clearly the same sets 
of uhiqueness). Let us set up an isometry between D' and L~(-- t ,  t) by 
the correspondence z"/Vn + 89 V n + ~ P,,, (t), where P,, (t) is the n th Le g e n d r e  
polynomial (throughout this section we conform to the notations and nor- 
malizations of Tricomi, Vorlesungen fiber Orthogonalreihen). Since the cor -  
responding elements are orthonormal bases in ,the respective spaces, this 
correspondence does indeed induce an isometry. The' kernel function of D' 
is mapped onto 
n=0 1 - - 2 t ~ + ~  2 
Hence, since sets of uniqueness are preserved under complex conjugation, 
we can state: 
A sequence of points z,, is a set of uniqueness for the space D if and only 
( ') I z,, + .,;, if the functions t/V-l-)t~ are complete in L2( t,  1), where ~,,= 2 
Thus ~ is the image of z,, under the map from the interior of the unit disc 
to the complement of the segment [ - - f ,  t t ,  taking z = 0  into 2 =  oo. 
2. Let F~ denote the space Of Taylor series • a,~z ~ with norm ll~"l['---  
n! /F(o~+n+l) ,  where - - t < ~ < o o .  Clearly F~ has the same sets of uni- 
queness as D_~ for --f<~<_--0. F1 is the Bergmann space A 2 of Section IV. 
We establish an isometry between F~ and L2(0, o~) by the correspondence 
~ ! \ r ( = + ~ +  ~1 L~) (t) ' 
where L(~ al (0 are Laguerre polynomials. The reproducing kernel in ~ cor- 
responds to 
l ( t )  = ( t  - 
0 
From this we readily deduce: a necessary and sufficient condition that  {z,,} 
be a set of uniqueness in F~ is that the functions {t~l~e-~,~} be complete in 
L.,(0, oo). Here 2,,=(l+z,,)/(t--z,,) is the image of z,, under a conformal 
map of Izl < t onto Re 2>0 .  For ~.----0 this is Mtintz's theorem (Ill,  Chapter t), 
i.e., convergence of the (half-plane) Blaschke product formed from the 2,, 
is the necessary and sufficient condition for completeness of {e -a't} in L2 (0, oo)0 
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From Theorem 4 we know the exact characterization of the real positive 
zeros of functions of class F~ (namely, ~ ( t - - z , ) <  oo). Translating this to 
L2 (0, oo) we have: if ~, are real and positive and if p > --~-, then {tP e -z~t} 
are complete in L 2 (0, oo) if and only if ~ ~ 1 =  oo. Because Theorem 4 goes 
far beyond the spaces F~, this last result is undoubtedly true with tP replaced 
by a more general class of functions. It would be of interest to identify this 
class. We remark that Theorem 5 leads to a sufficient condition for com- 
pleteness of {tPe -;~t} in the more general case Re ~ > 0 .  
3. The method of the preceding paragraph must be modified if we wish 
to obtain an 'analogous "closure" formulation of the uniqueness problem for 
the class D (the case ~ ---- -- t). Working with the equivalently normed space 
D":  ][z"l[2=n+t (n=01 t, ...) we set up an isometry with L2(O, oo) by 
z n t ~ e--t/2 L(1) (t) 
- -  .eel) 
1 / ~  t l / ~  1 
The image of the kernel function is 
I - -  e - t~!  (1 -~)  o o  (22) t89 e-t/~ ~. L~x' (t) -~'~ _ 
n + l  t 
0 
This formula may be obtained by integrating the following identity with 
respect to w: 
(t) ( t  _ w ) - 3 .  
0 
From (22) we have :  the sequence (z,} is a set of uniqueness for the class D 
if and only if the functions ((e - t -  e-Z~)/V3 } are complete in L 2 (0, oo), where 
,~. = (t  + z . ) l O  - z . ) .  
4. As a final illustration we consider the Hilbert space H of entire functions 
X a~ z~, where /[z~H2--n!. This space, whose reproducing kernel is e~*, has 
many interesting properties. For example, the (unbounded) operator of multi- 
plication by z is adjoint to the operator of differentiation. This space was 
studied recently by V. BARGMANN [Comm. Pure Applied Math. 14 (t96t)] 
with an eye to quantum-theoretical applications. The sets of uniqueness for 
H are not known. Here we only point out their connection With another. 
interesting closure problem on L, (--oo, oo) (this result is implicit in Barg- 
mann's paper). Under the isometry 
z'* (2x) - t  e- t~l  4 H n  (t) 
- -  0 
, 
where H,  (t) is the n Ih Hermite polynomial, t]~ image of the kernel function is 
/ ~  n!  
0 
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Hence:  a sequence {z.} is a set of uniqueness  for H if and  only  if the funct ions  
{e-t'/4e ~n'} are complete in L2(--oo,  oo). 
The results of this section indicate  t ha t  i t  would be of some interes t  to 
make a general  s tudy  of completeness of exponent ia ls  in weighted L~ spaces. 
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